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OI\i THE TURBULENCE OF WHISTLERS
S. A. Boldyrev

The weark turbulence of whistlers propagating at large angles
to the external magnetic field is considered in the case where decays are the basic nonlinear interactions. Anisotropic Kolmogorov

spectra are found and their locality is investigated.
Whistlers (helicones or spiral waves) propagate in the collisionless magnetoactir;e

pla**nra

rvhen ;.;g;

spectrum has t,he form

u: klk"lr'rr,lr'r,.
In the isothermai plasma, the'principal nonlinear interactions determining th.e weak (wave)
turbulence of whistlers are three-plasmon decays

lll -

Wt +

Wz,

(1)

where 17 stands for the plasmon energy, and induced scatterings of whistlers by ions and
electrons. The Kolmogorov turbulence spectra (i.e. power-law.stationarl'spectra determinecl

in the ,t-space of conserved quantities) can only exist in the limiting cases
of whistler propaga.tion at either la.rge or small angles to the external magnetic field. In these
cases the theory becomes scale invariant with respect to either of the arguments *f and Ii,
separately, which allows seeking stationary spectra in the form Na *l k,
1" *3r. t" the limir
b5r

consta"nt flows

of small angles cos2 d t I the decays are itrhibited by the laws of conserration of energ_r' a1d
momentum, and the principal nonlinea.r interactioas axe scatterings on particles ieading to
the stationary turbulence spectrum t.,- 1,s-1/z
In the opposite case, that is..for large

[1].

propagation angles cos20 ( 1, the predominant processes are decays. It rvill be shown in
the sequel that in this limit there also exist power-law stationary spectra.
In the decay interaction (l), conserved quantities are energy integrals and z-componenrs
of wave momeDtum. The most interesting is the case where the latter integral
is other than
@i995 by Aiierton press. Inc.
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proceeds into one
zero. and we therefore assume that the predominant wave propagation

half space k" ) 0.
has the
The balance equation for the number of plasmons AIr in the decay interaction
form
.f

,'\t =

-

'l

lautrd3krw(kk1kz)6(k-kr-kr)6(u

- ut -

rz)x

(l/,\i + lf/f2 /{t/{r)+
+,J [ atnrd3krw(k,kkz)6(kr - k - k2)6(cu1 - u - rr)x
x

()l

x (lf lft + ff1N, Nl{r)+

+'J [
where

- k1 k)5(c..'2 x (ff, /V, l{ Nz - lft If ).,

atnrdtkru.,(k2k1k)6(k,

u1

-

'n)x

'v - l/r.' ,\ : lfk, , Ai2 = ,Vkr. To calcuiate the decay probabilitl' u(kkrkz it
)

necessar}* tO knorn,

is

the nonlinear response of the second order Si;*(kk1k2) determinecl br' the

expression

J,ry(.,,k)

- ,l

o'krd'kzs;ir(kk,k2)d(k

x Ei(rt,

k1)Er

- kl

(rr,k

k2)6(a'

* u1- rr);
(3)

).

We shall assume plasma particles to be magnetiz ed: .ktVro ( t;rro and r.; ; A,["' Then
the qonlinear current (3) can be caicuiated on the basis of the equations of cold magnetic
hydrodynamics for electroos, which yields the following expression for the decay probabiliti'

u - F,k2k1K11k21
!'z,k'",

(&r

*

&rr + ,br-L)2(trr

x A2(,L1, Iett,
where

F =

(2n)a

ca w211"

f

-

kzt)'x

kzt),

(+

I

Ansm"u1,,.!; A is the area of the triangie constructed on the

k1,k11'k21. Detailed calculations of the second-order response are presented in ref.
[2]. The expression (4) is written straightforwardly. in tbe limit of iarge angles. and the

vectors

general expression is restored by the substitution /c1 --+ k,,k11 '--+ ky,,k21

'+

k2.

The terms of the expression (2) will each be integrated over the angles in the plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field, and the stationary spectrum wiil be sought in the form
.\i -- Afr,"[f , ft" > 0. Substituting this expression in (2) and ma.king Zakharcv - Kats Kontorovich transformation [3, 4] ]i..1 -, k?,t|k1.,t, k2.,L ---+ k.1k2,1f l.1.'.t in the second
term of (2) and a similar transforma.tion kz.,t - k|,tlkr.,t , ktz;! a k,1kp;f k2,1 in the
third term, we reduce the collision integral'in (2) to the form

Jdh,dkz;dhd,k21Ie11k21w(kk1k2)6(k"-kp_k2.)6(u_*1_v;2)x
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The stationarl, spectra are found from the condition of equality to zero of the collision int'egral
(b). It can be readiiy verified that the second square bracket in (5) is nullified b]' the solutions
1) o : -I, fl : -I,2)o : -L,, P: 0, and the first square bracket by the solutions 3)
:
The first two soiutions correspond
p
and 4) a
a:

-J12, - -gl7
- -312,P -4.
ro the limiting cases of equilibrium distribution N' - I l@ + ak,), nullify identically each
of the three terms in (2) and correspond to zero fluxes of energy and momentum in tire
k-space. Simple d.imensional estimations show that the third solution must correspond to a
constant energy flux, and the fourth to a constant flux of the z-component of momentum in
the ft-space. However, these solutions may exist only providing the turbulence is iocal. that
is., the original collision integral in (2) is convergent on the spectra corresponding to solutiotts
3 and 4. Convergences may occur as k1 ---+ 0 and ki -+ co. The convergence conditions fol
k, - * impose r,veak restrictions upon a and 3. which are satisfied for solution-s :l arrrl l.
Let us consider in more detail the most dangerous limit &1 -r 0. Divergences here are dttt:
to the first and third terms of (2). We introduce the notation kr.- = pr, lcrr = qt \\'hen
pt + 0 and Qt + 0., by virtue of the existence of two 6-functions we have

f*-- l"l,f pe -14/f1[(2ru - Nk - pt,q + qptlp) - N(p * pt,q - Qptlil * 7p-'pt(N - N(p - pr,,Q * qnlil)ldqt dpt,
A

-

1

,nnrtt -

o o, ,

q,p?Iq?pTt'.

1 prlp < nlq. The condition of con\:ergen(:e
-6, a > -4. So,. the spect'rum 3 is nonloc:al

The intergation is carried out over the region 0
of ,this integral for &1 + 0 is this: a * P >

-.'t'

the collision integral diverges logarithmically, while the spectrum 4 corresponds to the lot'al
flux of the z-component of momentum. The components of the vector of the flux of thr'
s-component of momentum are ex.pressed in terms of the derivatives of the collision irrtegral
with respect to the variables o and 0 at the point a : -312, 3 : -'t- as follorvs ['lj,

P, - q-201lAa, Pt - p-'q-'AI lAP, where / is the dimensionless collision integral (5).
Numerical estimations yield (0IlAQl@IlAil
= 3, 13, 0Il0a ) 0, AIIA0 > 0. The flux of

the z-component of momentum is aligned towards large &.
Concluding we note that the piasma isothermicity condition assumed above is important
because in the case T" D T,- an ion sound may exist in the region *n; K. t'; 4. i,,'pr, and the
decisive role in the formation of the spectrum ma-v be played by decay interactions betrteen
whistlers an sound and by the nonlinear whistler transformation into sound on plasma particles. The probabilities of such processes and estimates of possible spectra were obtained
in ref. t5]. Our consideration ma,v* also appear to be inapplicable if rvhistler frequencies get
into the range of longitudinal waves which have the following dispersion [6] (for large angiesJ

.

when cos2 d K.

m"lm;

' u2

.2..2

= -!!#:d;, + a'H.

.o"z g

arLd

u2 -.aHiunc
when cos2 d 1 m"/mi- In.this case, a.whistrer
may deca5r into a whistler and a longitudinar
wave, and from the conservation laws it follows
that it is *1 rather thaa &, of the whistler
that undergoes appreciable changes (we assume tbb
magnetic field to be
tn" -L/h'zy2). such processes would result in a rapid energy transfer iot very strong:
over *r and a sro\\.
f
tiaasfer over ,t'. The opposite process, i.e. the
merging of two whistlers into
wave is impossible because the conservation
"l;;,";i
laws require in this case that the whistlers
har.e
""
.j_":1""1", signs while we believe that there are no *higtlers
wirh

t

;. ;;,

^.uurcongiderationholdstruefordecayswi{hparticipationofthegiv.enrongitudinal*aves
rrluencil rewer than the r",er'ir"li
3':1f":,:i::.i::J.,:-ll,::t"r
tD LoH.u'lHi1 w.hrch leads to a weak restriction
",.l,.ll"qu.n.i",,,
on qrave vecLors airrl
hr^h.-.+:^and plopagatioin
=
angles o1'
whistlers:'.
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